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              Lu Chen, Allan L Reiss & Thomas C SÃ¼dhof
            
FXS, a monogenic form of intellectual disability associated with developmental impairments, may be the first genetic neuropsychiatric disorder to be treated pharmacologically from a disease-specific perspective. Great excitement surrounds the pioneering work of Mark Bear's laboratory, which indicated that responses mediated by metabotropic glutamate receptor 5 (mGluR5) are upregulated in FXS, suggesting that mGluR5 inhibition may be clinically beneficial3. Despite promising mouse studies, however, the initial clinical trials with mGluR5 inhibitors showed limited success4, prompting the search for alternative avenues. Two recent papers from the same groups explored the possibility that activation of GABAB receptors as a counterpoint to increased mGluR5 activity may be beneficial1,2. Again, the mouse model studies were encouraging, but the clinical study results were not as promising. In treated patients, primary endpoint measures were not significantly changed. Only post hoc secondary measures with indeterminate relevance to the clinical phenotype were improved.
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